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1. Introduction. Let v, k, X be integers with v>k>X>0. By a (j;, k, X)

system II (or, more briefly, a X-plane II) we mean a set II of 2v elements (v of

which are called points and v, lines) together with an incidence relation, such

that every line contains exactly k distinct points and every two distinct lines

contain exactly X common points. Ryser(2) [ll] has proved that

(1.1) X(v - 1) = k(k - 1).

Using (1.1), Chowla and Ryser [5] have proved that dually every point lies

on exactly k distinct lines and every two distinct points lie on exactly X com-

mon lines. Such a system is best known as a symmetric balanced incomplete

block design. The present terminology reflects the fact that a 1-plane (X = l)

is a finite projective plane.

A collineation oi a X-plane II is a one-to-one mapping of the 2v elements of

II upon themselves which maps points upon points, lines upon lines and pre-

serves incidence. A X-plane LI will be called transitive^) if there exists a group

G of collineations of II such that for each pair P, Q of points of II there is one

and only one x of G satisfying Px = Q. In §2 we show that every transitive

X-plane may be formed from a difference set (G, D) consisting of a group G of

order v and a subset D oik elements with the following properties:

(i) If xGG, X9^l, there are exactly X distinct ordered pairs (du d2) of

elements of D such that x = di1d2.

(ii) If xGG, xj^l, there are exactly X distinct ordered pairs (d%, di) of

elements of D such that x = d3di~1. Here the points of D7 are taken as the ele-

ments x of G, the lines of II as the subsets Dx of G; and the point x lies on the

line Dy if and only if xGDy.

It is convenient to note at this point that either of (i), (ii) implies (1.1).

As we shall show in §2, (i), (ii) are in fact equivalent properties.

A difference set (G, D) will be called abelian or cyclic provided G is abelian

or cyclic. Cyclic difference sets have been studied by various authors [2; 3; 4;

5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 14] but the more general subject seems to be new. Hall's no-

tion of a multiplier is newly characterized in §3. The rest of the paper is
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largely devoted to the study of right multipliers: a right multiplier 6 of a

difference set (G, D) is an automorphism of G such that D0=Da for some a of

G. Most of the known theorems for cyclic difference sets carry over to the

abelian case, as is shown in §4. The non-abelian transitive planes (X = l),

considered in §5, present considerable difficulty because of the lack of an

existence theorem for right multipliers. Example 3 describes an infinite class

of such planes, all of which, however, can also be represented as cyclic planes.

Theorem 5.1 gives strong restrictions on the group of right multipliers and

Theorem 5.2 deals with an invariant set which turns up in connection with

construction problems. The concluding section contains examples of transi-

tive X-planes for X > 1.

2. Transitive X-planes. Given a transitive (v, k, X) system with group G,

we select (arbitrarily) a base point P and base line L and define D to be the

subset of G consisting of all d of G such that Pd lies on L. If xEG, xj^l, the

lines L, Lx either are identical or have X common points. In the respective

cases the number of ordered pairs (dx, d2) of elements of D such that d^1d2 = x

is £, X. Since the number of ordered pairs (dx, di) with dx, d2 distinct elements

of D is £(£ — 1), and since the number of x^l is v — 1, we see from (1.1) that

L, Lx are distinct for xy^l. That is, (i) holds. If Lx=Ly for x, yEG then

Lxy~l=L so x=y. Therefore every line of II is a line Lx, and G is transitive

and regular on the lines (we well as the points) of II.

Conversely let G be a group of order v and D a subset of G, with £ ele-

ments, which satisfies (i). Then (1.1) holds. Let II be a system with points

the elements x of G and lines the subsets Dx of G, and define point x to be on

line Dy if and only if xEDy. If x^y the lines Dx, Dy have in common those

points z such that z = dxx=d2y for dtED. The condition on the pair (dx, d2)

is that xy~1 = dl~1d2; hence, by (i), Dx, Dy have X common points and (in

particular) are distinct. Thus II is a X-plane and every two distinct points

x, y lie on exactly X lines Dz, namely those such that x = d&, y = d& for dz, di

in D. Here the condition on (d3, di) is that xy~1=d3di 1. Thus (i) implies (ii).

Hence (G, D) is a (v, k, X) difference set.

If 7>_1 is the set of inverses of D, it may be noted that the mapping

x—>P/-1x, Dy—ry is a duality (or anti-isomorphism) of the X-plane defined by

(G, D) upon the X-plane defined by (G, D~l).

Returning to the notation of the first paragraph of this section, suppose

we replace P, L by a base point P' and a base line L', and let D' be the

difference set consisting of all d'EG such that P'd' lies on V. Now P' =Pa,

L' =Lb for uniquely defined elements a, b of G, and hence D' =a~lDb. There-

fore we define two difference sets D, Dx of G to be equivalent if Dx=pDq for

p, qEG.
3. The normalizer of G. If (G, D) is a (v, k, X) difference set and 0 is an-

automorphism of G, the mapping x—>x0, Dy—*D0y0 is an isomorphism of the

X-plane defined by (G, D) upon the X-plane defined by (G, DO). If D0 = aDb,
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6 is called a multiplier of (G, D). In this case the planes may be regarded as

identical, using in the first case base point P = \, base line L=D and in the

second case base point P'=a~1, base line L' =Db. If Dd=Db, 6 is called a

right multiplier of (G, D). In this case the two difference sets use the same

base point P = 1. We shall restrict attention to right multipliers in the sequel.

Multipliers are intimately related to a certain group of collineations of a

transitive X-plane. Let II be a transitive (v, k, X) system with group G, and

let N be the normalizer of G in the group of all collineations of II. Let D be

the difference set obtained from a base point P and base line L oi II.

Theorem 3.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that the mapping T of II

be a collineation of II contained in N is that

(3.1) (Px) T = Pa-1 ■ x9,        (Ly) T = Lb-yO

for all x, y of G, where 0 is a multiplier of (G, D) such that D9 = aDb. Moreover,

N/G is isomorphic to the group of right multipliers of (G, D).

Proof. First suppose T is given by (3.1). Clearly T is one-to-one of II

upon II. If Px lies on Ly, that is, if xy~lGD, then (a~l-xd)(byd)~l

= a-1-(xy-1)6-b-1Eo-1-D6-b-l=D, so (Px)T is on (Ly)T. Hence T is a

collineation of II. For any z in G, define z'=z9~1; then (Px)Tz = (Pxz')T,

(Ly)Tz = (Lyz')T for all x, y, zGG, showing that TGN.

Next suppose TGN and PT = Pa~\ LT=Lb. Define d by xO = T~lxT.

Then 6 is an automorphism of G and (3.1) is immediate. For each dGD, Pd

is on L, so Pa'1-dd=(Pd)T is on LT = Lb, a^-dd-b^GD, D6 = aDb.
Finally, N/G is clearly isomorphic to the subgroup of N leaving P fixed.

If T, given by (3.1), leaves P fixed, then a = l, D9 — Db. For such T, the
mapping P—>0 is an isomorphism upon the group of right multipliers of

(G, D). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

We conclude this section with some elementary results on right multipliers

of a (v, k, X) difference set (G, D). Following Mann [8], we define

(3.2) n= k -X.

In case X = l we say that the corresponding projective plane has order n.

Then k=n + l, v=n2+n + l.

Lemma 3.1. Let the projective plane II of order n contain a proper subplane

IF of order m. Then either n = m2 or n^m2+m.

Proof. B y hypothesis, m < n. Each line of II' carries » +1 — (m +1) = » — m

points of II —II'. Hence the number of points of B7 which lie on no line of D7' is

n2 + n + 1 — (m2 + m + 1) — (n — m)(m2 + m + 1) = (n — m)(n — m2).

Since n>m, necessarily n^m2. Ii n>m2, there exists a point P of II which

lies on no line of II'. Thus the m2+m + l lines joining P to the points of II'
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are distinct, and therefore n + l^m2-\-m + l, n^m2+m.

Lemma 3.2. Let F be the subgroup consisting of all elements of G left fixed

by the right multiplier 0 of the (v, k, X) difference set (G, D). If (Da)0=Da for
some aEG, then (Dx)0=Dx if and only if xEaF.

Proof. If x = af, fEF, then (Dx)0 = (Daf)6 = (Da)0-fd = Daf = Dx. If
(Dx)0 = Dx, define y by ay = x. Then Day=Dx = (Dx)0 = (Day)0 = Da-yO, so

yO=y, yEF.

Lemma 3.3. Let the right multiplier 0 of the (v, k, X) difference set (G, D)
have order pl>l where p is a prime. Let 0 fix vx elements of G. If there exists no

x in G such that (Dx)0=Dx, then vx=v = k=\ = 0 mod p and n = 0 mod p2.

Proof. 0 permutes the v elements of G in cycles of length dividing pl. Con-

sequently v=vx mod p. Similarly 0 permutes the v sets Dx in cycles of length

dividing pl, but leaves none fixed. Hence v = 0 mod p. Thus i>i==0 mod p.

The £ sets Dd~l, dED, are characterized by the fact that each contains 1.

Hence they are permuted by 0 in cycles of length dividing pl, so £ = 0 mod p.

Since 0 leaves 1 fixed and Vx = 0 mod p, Vx^p. Hence there exists an element

/?*1 such that/0=/. The X sets Dx containing 1 and/are permuted by 0 and

hence \=0 mod p. From (1.1), Xi;=X+£2 —£, whence, by (3.2),

(3.3) n = £2 - \v.

Since p divides £, X, v, clearly « = 0 mod p2.

Theorem 3.2. Let (G, D) be a (v, k, X) difference set. Let 6 be a right multi-

plier of (G, D) such that every prime divisor p of the order of 0 satisfies p >X.

Let F, of order vx, be the subgroup of G consisting of the elements left fixed by d.

Then 0 fixes Vx subsets Dx. If vx>l, and if (Da)0=Da, then Dx=DaC\F has

£i>X elements and (F, Di) is a (vx, kx, X) difference set.

Proof. Since the theorem is trivial when 0 is the identity automorphism,

we take the case that the order of 0 is divisible by a prime p and assume in-

ductively that the theorem holds for 0P. Let 77, of order v2, be the subgroup

of elements left fixed by 8P, and let Db he a set left fixed by 0P. Clearly FEH,

so Vx\v2. ll v2 = l then vx = l and 0 fixes the unique subset Db which is fixed

by 0p; indeed [(Db)0]Op = (Db)0, so (Db)0 = Db. Next assume v2>l. Then

D2=DbC\H has £2>X elements and (77, D2) is a (v2, k2, X) difference set. If 0

induces the identity automorphism of H then F = H and we take Dx=D2.

Otherwise, 9 induces a right multiplier of (Tf, D2) of order p. In this case, since

p>X, Lemma 3.3 assures us that 0 fixes at least one set D2c, cEH, and there-

fore, by Lemma 3.2, 0 fixes precisely the Vx sets D2cf, fEF. We write D' =Dbc.

Since D2 = DbCMI, D' contains D2c, and since D2c contains £2>X elements,

D' is the only set Dx containing D2c. Since 0 fixes D2c, D'O is a set 7>x contain-

ing D2c, and consequently D'0=D'. We write Dx = D'f~\F and note that
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Di = D2cr\F. If »i = l, D' is the only set Dx fixed by 9, in view of Lemma 3.2.

Now assume »i>l. If/i, /2 are distinct elements of F, then, since FGH,

each of the X sets D'x containing fu f2 contains a set D2cx=D2h, hGH, and

no two contain the same set. The X sets D2h containing fi, f2 are permuted

by 9 in cycles of length dividing p>X. Therefore each D2h, and consequently

each D'x, containing/i,/2 is left fixed by 9. In particular, Vi^X. IifGF,f^l,

the X sets D'x containing 1,/are determined by 1 =d{x,f=d2x where d[, d2

are elements of D' satisfying f=di(d{)~1. However/, xGF, so d{, d{ GDX.

Therefore, if Di has ki elements, X(vi — 1) = &i(&i — 1). Suppose X^£i. Then

Pi— l^^i—l or &i = i>i and hence Di=X^fei^^i, so that i>i=X = &i. But the

fli = &i elements are, on the one hand, all in D' and, on the other hand, by

Lemma 3.2, in vx>l distinct sets D'y. Hence vx>ki>\ and (F, A) is a

(»i, ki, X) difference set. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

It may be remarked that Theorem 3.2 is mainly applicable to the case

X = 1, since its hypotheses are rarely satisfied for X > 1.

4. Analogues of known theorems. Let (G, D) be a (v, k, X) difference set.

Let 5F\ be the group algebra of G over the field of rational numbers. We re-

gard 'rv (in its role of vector space) as the set of all linear combinations of the

group elements with rational coefficients, and we identify the identity ele-

ments of G, 'R., and the field of rationals. If a, b are integral elements of <R_

(that is, with integral coefficients) and if p is an integer, we shall write a = b

mod p provided the corresponding coefficients of a and b are congruent mod p.

If 9 is any single-valued mapping of G (into G or any other group), the linear

extension of 9 to %_ will usually be denoted by 9. However, the linear extension

of the anti-automorphism x—>x_1 of G will be denoted by (*): a—>a*. Note that

(ab)* = b*a* for a, &G<rL We also define

(4.1) s=  Yx,        A=  Yd.

From the fact that D satisfies condition (i) of §1 we find, using (3.2), that

(4.2) A*A = » + Xj.

Since D contains k elements, As=A*s = &s. Hence multiplication of (4.2) by s

yields k2s = (n+Xv)s, whence we have (3.3) or (1.1). Let us denote the element

on the right-hand side of (4.2) by c. Clearly c lies in the centre of <K.. If

d = k2—Xs then cd=nk2+X(k2 — n— Xv)s = nk2 by (3.3). We conclude that c_1

exists. Therefore, by (4.2),

(4.3) A-1 exists.

Then A* = cA~1=A-1c, so AA*=AA~1c = c. That is,

(4.4) AA* = n + Xs.

However, (4.4) is a paraphrase of (ii). Thus we have a direct proof of the
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fact that (i) is equivalent to (ii).

Lemma(4) 4.1. Let (G, D) be a (v, k, X) difference set. Let 0 be a homo-

morphism of G upon a group 77 of order vx, and, for each hEH, let N(h) be the

number of dED such that dO = h. Then, if v =VxW,

(4.5) £A(A)=£,
h

(4.6) X) AW = « + **».
h

(4.7) £ N(h)N(kxh) = XW for hx * 1,
h

where in each case the sum is over the elements h of 77.

Proof. By definition,

AO = £ N(h)h,       A*0 = Y N(h)hr\
h h

and hence

(AA*)0 = A0-A*0 = £ hx Z N(h)N(hxh).
hi h

On the other hand, if sx is the sum of the elements of 77, (4.4) yields (AA*)0

= n+\wsx. Comparison gives (4.6), (4.7). And (4.5) is of course trivial.

Theorem (4) 4.1. Let (G, D) be a (v, k, X) difference set and let G be homo-
morphic to a group of odd order e. Then the equation

(4.8) x2 = ny2 + tey2, e = (-l)*-"",

possesses a solution in integers not all zero.

Remark. I owe to Gordon Pall the following symmetric formulation of

necessary and sufficient conditions for a nontrivial solution of (4.8): For each

odd prime divisor p of ne, write n = p"m, ee = phf where m,f are integers prime

to p. Then, in terms of Legendre symbols,

(-l/pY\m/p)\f/pY= +1.

Proof. We use Lemma 4.1 with vx = e. Ordering the elements of 77 in any

manner, we let S be the eXe matrix with Nty^h) in the row (column) cor-

responding to hx (hi). Then, by (4.6), (4.7), SST has n+~Kw down the main di-

agonal and Xw elsewhere. Equation (4.8) now follows from the lemma of

Hall and Ryser [7].

Example 1. Suppose there exists a (v, £, X) difference set (G, D) with

i/ = 58, £ = 32,X = 8. Here n = 23 • 3. Every group G of order 53 is homomorphic

(*) Cf. Theorem 2.1 of Hall and Ryser [7]. If G is abelian, e can be any odd divisor of v. If

t> is even, n is a square (Chowla and Ryser [5]) and (4.8) is trivial.
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to the cyclic group of order c = 5. Here e=+l, but (5/3) = — 1. Hence (G, D)

does not exist.

Example 2. Suppose there exists a transitive projective plane of order 18,

and thus a (v, k, X) difference set (G, D) with v = 73, £ = 19, X = l, n = 2-32.

Every group G of order 73 is homomorphic to the cyclic group H oi order

e = 7. Here e=—1 and (4.8) becomes x2 = 2-32y2 — 7z2. This equation does

have nontrivial solutions; for example, x = z = 3, y = 2. Hence Theorem 4.1

gives no information. We turn to Lemma 4.1, taking H to be the additive

group of integers mod 7. Equations (4.5), (4.6) become YN(i) =19, YN(i)*

= 67, where i runs from 0 to 6. If nj is the number of N(i) having the value j,

the simultaneous solutions of these two equations are of the following four

types:

(a) «i = 1, n2 = 3, «8 = 2, «» = 1;

(b) «i = 1, m2 = 4, mb = 2;

(c) wo = 1, «2 = »3 = 2, «4 = «6 = 1;

(d) «i = n2 = «4 = 2, M6 = 1.

Here the unspecified My are understood to have the value 0. The equations

(4.7) reduce to the following:

YN(i)N(i+j) =49, j= 1,2,3.
i

Because of the symmetries of these equations, there is no loss of generality in

assigning to N(0), N(l) arbitrary values consistent with (a), (b), (c), (d).

For the equations are preserved under the mappings N(i)—*N(i+l), N(i)

-^■N(3i). Hence, for example, in case (a) we can assume that Ar(0)=6,

N(l) =3. Using congruences mod 3 we readily verify that no arrangement of

the remaining N(i) will give a solution. The same result is found in cases

(b), (c), (d). Therefore there exists no transitive plane of order 18.

The analysis of equations (4.5)-(4.7) is sometimes facilitated by the

following lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. Let {N(h)\hGH} be a set of non-negative integers satisfying

the simultaneous equations (4.5), (4.6), and let nj be the number of the N(h)

which have the value j. Then O^nj^Vifor all j; nj = 0 for j>Min (w, k), and

1 M
wo = vi -\-X(w — I) — k — YC,-i.2nj,

2 3

00

(4.9) m= k-X(w-l) + Yj(j - 2)wi,
8

1 A
M2   =  -X(W —   1)   —   ^C,',2M,-

2 3
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where Cj,2 is a binomial coefficient.

Proof. The inequalities should be obvious, and also the equations

Yni = "l, lLjni = *• 12fni = n + \w

where the summations are over all non-negative integers j. These equations

are equivalent to (4.9).

Lemma 4.3. In Lemma 4.1, let H be the additive group of integers mod 3.

Then N(0), N(l), N(2) are a, b, c in some order, where

(4.10) 3a = £ + x,    2b = 2a - (x + 3y),    2c = 2a - (x - 3y),

and x, y are integers such that

(4.11) 4w = x2 + 27y2,

(4.12) x m - £mod3, y ^ 0.

Proof. Here, where a, b, c are any permutation of A(0), N(l), N(2), (4.5),

(4.6) become a-\-b-\-c = k, a2-\-b2-\-c2=n+\w, and the equations (4.7) are

consequences of these. Since i>i = 3, v = 3w; so (3.3) becomes £2 = « + 3Xw.

Thus

(2a - b - c)2 + 3(b - c)2 = 6(a2 + b2 + c2) - 2(a + b + c)2

= 2(3w + 3Xw - £2) = 4».

First assume that £^0 mod 3. If no two of a, b, c are congruent mod 3, then

£ = 0 + 1+2 = 0 mod 3, a contradiction. Hence we can assume that c — b = 3y,

ySO. If x = 2a-b-c then x= -£ mod 3. Thus we have (4.11), (4.12). And

(4.10) comes by solving for a, b, c. Next assume that £ = 0 mod 3. Then

(mod 3) n = k2 = 0, X = 0 by (3.2), v = 0 by hypothesis. Consequently « = 0

mod 9, by (3.3). Also 2a — b — c=—k = 0 mod 3, so 3(b — c)2 = 0 mod 9 and

again we can take c — b = 3y, y^0, and x = 2a — b — c=—k mod 3. This com-

pletes the proof of Lemma 4.3. If X = l, the congruence (4.12) can be im-

proved to x = (w —l)2 —(«—1)—2 mod 27. Since n —1=0 mod 3, this is easily

simplified and, for moderate values of n, gives x with very few trials, pro-

vided (4.11) has a solution.

Theorem(6) 4.2. Let (G, D) be an abelian (v, k, X) difference set. Let

Pi, Pi, " ' • , pr be distinct prime factors of n whose product exceeds X, and such

that (pi, v) = l for each i. Let t be an integer such that t = pe{ mod v for each i,

where the e, are positive integers. Then the automorphism 6 of G, defined by

xd = x', is a multiplier of (G, D).

Corollary (X = 1). Let (G, D) be an abelian (v, k, 1) difference set and let p

be a prime divisor of n = k — 1. Then the automorphism x—>xp is a multiplier of

(6) Cf. Theorem 3.1 and Example 4 of Hall and Ryser [7].
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(G, D).

Proof. For the preliminary stages of the proof we ignore the fact that G

is abelian and we let 6 be any automorphism of G. The element

(4.13) a = A*-A6-\s

is an integral element of 1{. The element AA* =n+~\s is a centre element and

A*0A0=(A*A)0=(«+Xs)0 = »+Xs. (See (4.2)-(4.4).) Therefore, by (4.13),
a*a = (A*0A-X5)(A*A0-Xs) = (w+X5)2+(-2£2+X!;)Xs = n2+2(w-£2+Xz»)5.

Hence, by (3.3),

(4.14) a* a = n2.

At this stage, suppose we know that the coefficients of a are non-negative.

Then (4.14) implies that a = nx for some x£G. Hence (4.13) gives A*A0x_1

= n+\s. However A*A = »+Xs by (4.2) and A*, with A, is nonsingular by

(4.3), so A0x_1' = A, A0=Ax. Since x£G, the equation A0=Ax is equivalent

to D0=Dx. That is, 0 is a right multiplier of (G, D).

Now we return to the precise situation of the theorem and consider any

prime divisor p of n such that (p, v) = l and p' = t mod v for some integer

e>0. Define <p by x<p = xp, xEG. Since G is abelian, <j> is an automorphism of

G. Since p' = t mod i; and G has order v, <pe=6. Moreover, "R. is commutative

and A is integral, so A<p=Ap mod p. By iteration, A0=A9 mod p where q=p°.

Then, where a is given by (4.13), a+X.s=A*A-A<'-1 = (M+Xs)A«-1=X£<'~1s

mod p. However £ = n+X=X mod p and therefore X£9-1=X«=X mod p.

That is, a = 0 mod p. This is true for p = p, (i = l, 2, • ■ ■ , r); consequently

a = 0 mod m where m=pxpt ■ ■ ■ pr. Thus a = mc for an integral c. Let a be

the integral coefficient in c of some xEG. The corresponding coefficient of

A*A0 = mc-\-\s is raa+X, and this latter is non-negative. Since m>\ and

rwa+X^O, necessarily a = 0. Hence a = mc has non-negative coefficients and

the proof of Theorem 4.2 is complete. In the case of the corollary, X = 1 and

v=n2-\-n-\-l; hence every prime divisor of n is prime to v and exceeds X.

Theorem(6) 4.3 (X = 1). If (G, D) is an abelian (v, £, 1) difference set, there

is at least one set Da such that (Da)0 = Da for every multiplier 0 of (G, D). If

there are more than 1 there are 3; in this case n = l mod 3.

Proof. By the corollary to Theorem 4.2, the mapping <p: x—*xn is a multi-

plier of (G, D). The subgroup P of elements left fixed by (f> is defined by

*»-1 = l. Now i>=m2+m + 1 = (w-1)2+3(«-1)+3. If n^l mod 3, n-l is

prime to v and F has order 1. By Theorem 3.2, <p fixes exactly one set Da.

Since every right multiplier 0 commutes with <f>, 0 fixes Da also. If « = 1 mod 3,

then v = 3 mod 9, so F has order 3 and P is the unique subgroup of G of order

3. Let l,/,/2 be the elements of F. Since/- l~1=f*f~1, no set 7>x contains all

(«) Cf. Hall [6].
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three elements. Thus <j> fixes three sets Dx, namely the three containing two

of 1, /, f2. Ii no multiplier 9 satisfies f9 =/2, then every multiplier fixes all

three sets. In any case, every multiplier fixes the set containing/,/2. We note

that a multiplier satisfying/0=/2 has even order; the next theorem shows that

no such multiplier can exist if n is not a square.

Theorem(7) 4.4. Let (G, D) be a (v, k, X) difference set and let <f> be a homo-

morphism of G upon a group G<p of odd prime order q. Let 9 be a multiplier of

(G, D) which induces an automorphism xc6—>(x0)' of G<p of even order. Then

either n=a2 or n = b2q3 where a, b, are rational integers. In the latter case,

(t/q) =1 and &=X=-0 mod q.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that G<p is the multipli-

cative group of (complex) gth roots of unity, generated by the primitive root

f. Then the automorphism x<f>—»(x0)' of G<j> induces the automorphism

yp: J—»f of the field i?a(f). By hypothesis, yp has even order 2/ Since 9 is a

multiplier of (G, D), D9=gDh for g, hGG. Since (gh)d> is in G<f>, and q is odd,
(gh)4> = Pu for some integer u. Thus A9d>=gd>A<ph<p = (gh)<l>-Ad> = !;2"-Ad>.

Similarly,

(4.15) A9d> = f2«Atf>,        AVd> = f 2*Ad,

where v is an integer. Since yp has even order 2/, tf= — I mod q. Consequently

x9!<p =x<pyp' = (xdy)-1 =x~1<p for every x in G, so that A9!<p =A*0. We recall the

definition (4.1) of s. Clearly scp is a multiple of l+f+ • • • +f5~1, and hence

s<t> = 0. Therefore, by (4.2), A*0-A0 = (A*A)<p = (n+ks)<p = n. Hence, by (4.15),

(4.16) M = a2, a = £V-Ad>.

Ii K is the unique quadratic subfield of Ra(£), then K = Ra(p) where

(4.17) /5=E(-)fi,        02 = (—)?•

By (4.16), a is an integral element of K, so either a = a or a = c/3 where a, c

are rational integers. In the former case, n=a2. In the latter, n=c2q and

( — l/q) =1. Then, since v = n = 0 mod q, previously given arguments in con-

nection with (3.2), (3.3) yield &=X=-0 mod q and m = 0 mod q2. Therefore

c = bq for a rational integer b, so n = b2q3. Suppose that (t/q) = —l. Then

yp: f—»f' maps 0 upon — fi and hence a upon —a. But, also, yp maps A<£ upon

A0</> = f2uA</>. Therefore ?"f2"A<£ = (fA<p)^=a^= -a= -f"A0 and

J-2u+rw—t)   —   _   1

contradicting the fact that J" has odd order q. Hence (t/q) = 1 and the proof

(7) Cf. Theorem 1 of Mann [8]. Theorem la and the various corollaries also hold for

abelian difference sets.
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of Theorem 4.4 is complete.

5. Transitive planes. In this section we takeX = l, £ = m + 1, d = m2+«+1.

The known facts about projective planes of order n and groups of order v

suggest a twelve-fold classification of the integer m^2. We consider the

categories ix, i = l, 2, 3, x = a, b, c, d where:

i = l if w is a prime power (including a prime). There exist projective

planes of order n and the Desarguesian planes of order n are cyclic [14].

i = 2if« = lor2 mod 4 and the square-free part of n contains a prime

q = 3 mod 4. There exist no projective planes of order n [l ].

i = 3 if w does not satisfy the conditions for i = l or 2. The existence of

projective planes of order n is an open question.

x = a if all groups of order v are abelian. The condition is: v is cube-free

and if v=PxP2 • • • Pr where Pi, P2, • • • , Pr are distinct prime powers,

(Pi, Pj— 1) = 1 for all i,j. The theorems of §4 are sufficiently powerful to indi-

cate that no transitive plane of order n exists unless n is a prime-power.

(Such a theorem has been proved in [2] for cyclic planes of order n^ 1600.)

x = b if v=pw, w>l, where p is the least prime factor of v and p\<p(w)

but (p, w) = (w, <p(w)) = 1. Groups of order v contain a normal cyclic subgroup

of order w, and there are non-abelian groups of order v. This situation occurs

most frequently when n = l mod 3.

x = c if v is cube-free but does not satisfy the conditions for x = a or x = b.

x = d if v is divisible by the cube of a prime.

There are infinitely many values of n in each of the twelve categories but

in any finite range the six categories ia, ib (i = l, 2, 3) are the dominant ones.

The following brief table indicates the situation by showing, for several ranges

of n, the number of values in each category.

Range la lb lc Id 2a 2b 2c 2d 3a 3b 3c 3d

2-25 860030105101

2-51 13 10 0 0 7 1 1 0 12 5 0 1

2-76 16 13 1 0 12 2 1 0 19 9 1 1

2-101 20 14 2 0 17 2 1 0 27 15 1 1

2-126 22 18 2 0 22 3 1 0 36 19 1 1

2-151 25 20 4 0 27 5 2 0 42 23 1 1

The single instance of type d in the table occurs for n = 18, v = 73. We have

shown in Example 2 the nonexistence of a transitive plane of order 18. Note

that 73 will divide v if and only if w = 18 or —19 mod 243. Indeed, if P is a

prime power and if the congruence w2+w + l =0 mod P has a solution n = m

mod P, the only other solution is n = m2= — m — 1 mod P. The condition for

solutions is that either P = 3 or P is a power of a prime p = l mod 3. It is

thus quite easy to construct a  table showing  the prime factorization of
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v = n2+n+l by a sieve process using congruences.

Example 3. Let m=U mod 3 be an integer for which there exists a cyclic

plane of order n. (This will certainly be true if n is a power of a prime p = l

mod 3.) Then v = n2+n + l =3w where w=l mod 3. If (w, <f>(w)) =1 and if w

has / distinct prime factors, there will be (3' + l)/2 nonisomorphic groups of

order v; for every such group has generators U, V where U3=Vw = l, U~1VU

= Vr and r3 = l mod w; and r = s, r = s2 mod w give isomorphic groups.

Whether (w, <p(w)) = 1 or not, we single out the cyclic group C and one other

group G:

C: U3 = V<° = 1,        U-WU = V;

G: TJ* = V» = 1,       V-WU = V.

If D is any subset of C or G, the elements of D can be put in the standard form

U{VK Then the set U*D contains the same elements whether products are

regarded as performed in C or in G, and the same is true of the set D V'. We

note that the mapping 9 defined by (UiV>)9=UiVni is simultaneously an

automorphisn of C and of G:

InC: x9 = xn;

inG: xd = U~l.xU;

for all x of C or G. First suppose that (G, D) is a (v, n + l, 1) difference set

such that D9 = D. Then, for all elements x= £/*F',

in C: Z?x = 17W;

in G: Z?x = f/WF' = U*DV*.

Consequently, (C, D) is a (d, n + l, 1) difference set. Conversely, every

(v, n + l, 1) difference set (C, D) has 9 as a multiplier (Theorem 4.2) and we

can assume without loss of generality that D9 = D (Theorem 4.3). Hence the

above calculation can be reinterpreted as showing the existence of a

(v, n + l, 1) difference set (G, D) such that D9 = D. The result may be inter-

preted as follows: If n=l mod 3, every cyclic plane of order n is also transitive

and regular under a non-abelian group of collineations.

In the non-abelian case we are much hampered by the lack of an existence

theorem for right multipliers. For n of type b, the following theorem at least

sharply restricts the nature of the right multiplier group.

Theorem 5.1. Let n be a positive integer, n^5, let p be the smallest prime

factor of v = n2+n + l, and suppose that v = pw where w>l and

(5.1) p\ <b(w)    but    (p, w) = (w, <p(w)) = 1.

If G is a noncyclic group of order v, then G has two generators U, V such that

(5.2) U' - Vv = 1,       U-WU = V
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where

(5.3) r ^ 1,        r» = 1 mod w.

If there exists a (v, n + 1, 1) difference set (G, D'), then, for some automorphism

a of G and element xEG, the set D=D'ax has the property that (G, D) is a

(v, n + 1, 1) difference set and every right multiplier 0 of (G, D) satisfies U0= U,

D0 = D. If w is not a prime there exists at least one proper factor Wx of w such

that pwx exceeds n and (in the case that n is a square) does not divide n+«1/2+l.

For every such wlt the order of the right multiplier group of (G, D) divides

<p(wi).

Proof. Since the smallest prime factor p of v occurs with exponent 1, the

p-Sylow subgroup { U\ lies in the centre of its normalizer in G, and hence G

contains a normal subgroup A of order w. Since (w, <p(w)) =1, w is square-

free and, moreover, every group A of order w is cyclic. Thus A= { V}, and

we have UP=VW = 1. Since G is noncyclic and A is normal in G, U~1VU= Vr

for some r^ 1 mod w; and, since U has order p, rp= 1 mod w. The existence of

r is assured by the fact that p\<p(w). And the existence of G is assured by a

theorem(8) of Holder. We let 77, A be the subgroups of G generated by U

and V respectively.

Let zA be the group of all automorphisms of G, <B be the cyclic subgroup

of zA generated by the inner automorphism x—>V~lxV, and Q be the sub-

group consisting of all 0E*A such that U0= U. If OE^A, 770 is a p-Sylow

subgroup of G and hence 770 =y_177y for some y in G. We can write y = hk for

hEH, kEK; then 770 = £_177£. If cpE'B is the automorphism x—>-£-1x£ we

have H0 = H<t> or 0=^0 where Pfy=H. If U$=U\ V^=Vl then Vtr=V'f
= (U~lVU)ip=U~'VlU'=Vtr'. Hence tr*=tr mod w, and consequently

5=1 mod p, Uip= U. That is, \pEQ- This shows that zA=QB. Since A is

characteristic in G, <B is normal in zA. Also, if OE'BC^C then U0=U, V0= V,

so 0 = 1. Therefore

(5.4) zA = ®q,    «ne=i.    e^/« = e-

Now let (G, D') be a (v, n + 1, 1) difference set with right multiplier group

Vtt'. Then <BVti.'/<&££tl'/(M'r\<B). Suppose that VtVC\<B = l. Then <BM'/<B
^M.'. However, CBW/<B is a subgroup of zA/'B^Q, and therefore, since

<Bf\Q = l, Q contains a subgroup M such that «9tf = 09tf', <BM/<B^gtt££HV.

The order of <B divides w; the common order of "M, CM' divides <p(w), since

Utt'r\'B = 1, and (w, <p(w)) =1. Moreover, 'B is cyclic. Hence, by a theorem of

Zassenhaus applied to 'BM (loc. cit., Chap. IV, 7, Theorem 27), we deduce

the existence of «GM such that a~1M'a=M. Now we set D"=D'a. Then

(G, D") is a difference set with 5W as its group of right multipliers. We choose

(8) The necessary group theory may be found, for example, in Zassenhaus, The theory of

groups, Chelsea Publishing Co., New York, 1949.
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xGG so that D = D"x contains 1, U. Then, for each 9G^, U0=U and hence

D0 = D. This gives the situation stated in Theorem 4.1.

The preceding paragraph is based on the assumption that lMT\cB = l. To

remove this assumption, suppose on the contrary that 0£ffrC'f>\lB, <M1. The

subgroup F of all elements left fixed by 9 contains K, since 0£<B, and is dis-

tinct from G, since 0j^l. However, K has prime index in G, so F = K. By

Theorem 3.2, (D'x)0=D'x for some x in G and, if Di = D'xK, (K, Dx) is a

(w, m + l, 1) difference set where w = m2+m + l. The projective plane II' of

order m, defined by (K, Di), may then be regarded as a proper subplane of

the projective plane II of order n defined by (G, D'). Thus, by Lemma 3.1,

either n=m2 or n^m2+m. If n^m2+m=w — 1, then pw = v^(w — I)2

+ (w—l) + l>w2 — w, so p>w— 1. But this gives a contradiction, since, by

hypothesis, w>l and every prime factor of w exceeds p. If n = m2, pw = v

= mi+m2+l = (m2 — m + l)(m2+m+l) and therefore p = m2—m+l,

w = m2+m + l. First take the case that w is a prime. Then p divides <j>(w)

= w—l =m(m + l), so m = 0 or —1 mod p. If m = 0 mod p then p=l mod p,

a contradiction. If m=— 1 mod p then p = 3 mod p, so p = 3. However, if

p = 3 then m = 2 and n=m2 = i, whereas «^5 by hypothesis. Hence we may

assume that p>3, w is not a prime, and every prime factor of w exceeds p.

Since (w, <j>(w)) = l, w is square-free; then, since p\<j>(w), p\q — 1 for some

prime factor q of w. Then q^2p + l and w>3c7>6g+3. Since 2m = w — p>5p

+3, certainly m>p + l, and hence p—m(m — l) + l>p. This final contra-

diction shows that 1T\B = 1.

At this stage we are justified in restricting attention to a (v, n + l, 1)

difference set (G, Z>) with right multiplier group 9tf such that £70= U, D0 = D

for every 0(E!M. Suppose that Wi is a proper factor of w with the properties

stated in Theorem 5.1. There exists a unique subgroup L oi K of order wt.

Since X is characteristic in G and L is characteristic in K, clearly L9—L for

every 0£ffaC. The restriction of M. to L is a homomorphism of fftt upon a

group of automorphisms of L, the kernel of the homomorphism consisting of

all 9GJti such that 9 leaves L elementwise fixed. For such a 9, the subgroup

F of G of elements left fixed by 0 contains Z7, since U9 = U, and contains L

by assumption. Hence F has order t>i where pwt divides Vi. By the arguments

of the preceding paragraph, Vi = m2+m + l where either n=m or n=m2 or

n^m2+m. If n=m2, then pwx divides m+m1/2 + 1, a contradiction. If

n^m2+m, then pwt ^m + 1. But pwi divides v = n(n + l) + l, so pWi ^« + l

implies pwi<n, a contradiction. The only remaining alternative is n = m.

Therefore F = G, 0=1. Hence ffrf is isomorphic to a group of automorphisms

of the cyclic group L of order wit whence the order of M divides <f>(wi).

There remains the existence of Wi when w is not a prime. If w2 is a proper

factor of w such that n ^ pw2, set w = wxw2. Then Wi is a proper factor of w and

n2<v=pwiw2^nwi, so w<Wi. A fortiori, n<pwi. This suffices in case n is

not a square. If » = &2 for a positive integer k, then v=ViV2 where Vi = k2+k + l,
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v2 = k2-k + l. Note that (vu v2) = (k2+k + l, 2k2+2) = (k2+k + l, k2+l)

= (k, k2+l) =1. In an earlier paragraph we have shown that p=v2 is impos-

sible. Also, if p =Vi, each prime factor of v2 is smaller than p, a contradiction.

If p\v2 then Vi is a proper factor of w; moreover pvi>Vi>k2 = n, so we can take

«>i = »i. If p\vi then vi=pvs where v3>l and w = v2v3. Since (vi, i>2)=l, pv2

does not divide w+w1/2 + l —Vi. Since n = k2^5, & = 3. Also p^3, so 3v3^pv3

= vt<k2+k2+k2 or v3<k2 = n. Therefore n-pv2>pv2v3 = v>n2 and pv2>n.

Hence in this case we can take w2=v2. This completes the proof of Theorem

5.1.
Example 4. The only integer m^151 of type 3c is n = 55 = 5-11. Here

v = 3 -13 -79, so every group G of order v is homomorphic to the group of

order 3. Since (5/3) = — 1, Theorem 4.1 shows the nonexistence of a transitive

plane of order 55. Of the 23 numbers of type 3b covered by the table, the

first few not ruled out by the theorems of §4 are w = 28, 52, 76, 91, 100. In

each case, if a (v, n + l, 1) difference set (G, D) exists, G is a noncyclic group

of the type considered in Theorem 5.1. By extending Theorem 5.1 along the

lines of Ostrum [10] we can further limit the group "M of right multipliers.

IfM = 28,tt = 3-271,sop = 3,w = 271 is a prime,and r=n = 28. Hence 5W is

cyclic of order dividing <p(w) = 2 ■ 33 • 5. If 5W^ 1 there exists a right multiplier

0 of prime order P = 2, 3, or 5. Since 0=^1 and K is cyclic, the only elements

of G left fixed by 0 are 1, U, U2. We can assume that D =D9 contains two of

these. Since D contains 29 elements, 29 = 2 mod P, so P = 3. Therefore, re-

placing 0 by 02 if necessary, we may assume that F0 = V". But then U~XD U

= D, whence, by Example 3, there is a cyclic plane, which is false. Therefore,

if (G, D) exists, "M = 1. The case w = 52 offers nothing new.

If n = 76, v = 3 1951. As before, we deduce that M is cyclic of order divid-
ing 25. If N(i) is the number of elements of D contained in UlK, then, by

Lemma 4.3, N(§), N(l), N(2) are 21, 25, 31 in some order. If 0 is a right mul-

tiplier of order 25, 0s can leave only 1, U, U2 fixed; hence, of the 21 elements,

0 must leave one fixed and permute the remaining 20 in a cycle of length 25;

which is ridiculous. Hence, if (G, D) exists, 'M has order 1 or 5. Similarly for

» = 91.
If « = 100, p=3 and w = 713-37. Thus there are 13 nonisomorphic

groups G of order v = 3w, besides the cyclic group. The number w>i = 13 does

not meet the requirement pWi>n of Theorem 5.1. However, if there exists a

subplane of order m with m2+m + l divisible by 3 13, the smallest m is

given by m2+m + l =3-7-13, m = 16. But then m2 exceeds « = 100. Hence

we can conclude that, if (G, D) exists, M is cyclic of order dividing #(13)

= 22-3. Since G will have many automorphisms of order 3, we cannot rule

out the prime 3. We could also take wL = 37, despite the fact that 102 + 10 + 1

= 3-37, on the ground that there exists no transitive plane of order 10; but

this gives a weaker result.

I have been able to show that, for m=4, 7, the noncyclic (v, w + 1, 1)
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difference sets are all of the "pseudo-cyclic" type encountered in Example 3.

In attempting to handle a more general situation I have found an invariant

set which seems to deserve further study. We assume that n=T mod 3,

n2+n + l =3w, and consider the noncyclic group given by

(5.5) U* - V = 1,        U'WU = Vr,       r3 = 1 mod w.

As before, let K= { V}. Suppose that (G, D) is a (v, w + 1, 1) difference set

and let Di=DC\UiK. We can write, symbolically,

(5.6) Do = VA,       Dx = UVB,       Dt = U2VC

where A, B, C are sets of integers mod w. To avoid use of congruences, we

regard A, B, C as subsets of an additive cyclic group % of order w. The vari-

ous elementary operations D—?D' which replace D by a difference set D' may

be analyzed as follows: (i) 7>—>7>0, 0 an automorphism such that U0=U;

(ii) D-^DV*; (iii) 7>->F\DF-x; (iv) 7>->£/2Z>; (v) D-^D~\ In terms of

A, B, C, these become:

(i)    A^tA, B-^tB, C-+IC, (t,w) = l;

Qi)  A-+A + X, B-+B + X, C->C + \;

(iii) A-*A, B-+B+(r-l)\, C-»C + (r2 - 1)X;

(iv) A-rB, B-^C, C->A;

(v)   A -* - A, B^-rC, C-» - r*P.

The conditions that each x£G, x^l, has exactly one representation in form

x; dxdt-1, dx, d2ED, become:

(5.7) The sets A—A, r2(B — B), r(C—C) partition the nonzero elements of %.

(5.8) The sets A — B, r2(B—C), r(C—A) partition the elements of 3\ (zero in-

cluded).

Here, for example, (5.7) means that if \ECR., Xr^O, then X is in exactly one

of A —A, r2(V—B), r(C—C), and if X is in A —A, then \=a — a' for exactly

one ordered pair a, a' of elements of A. By applying (v) we obtain an equiva-

lent set of conditions:

(5.9) The sets A—A, B — B,C—C partition the nonzero elements of <R..

(5.10) The sets rA-B, rB-C, rC-A partition the elements of 9^.

If the difference set (G, D) can be replaced by (G, D') where D'—DOx,

0 being an automorphism and x an element of G, in such a manner that

U~lD'U = D', then it must be possible, using (i)-(v), to replace A, B, C by

Ax, Bx, Cx where r.4i=.4i, rBx = Blt rCx = Cx. However, under (i)-(iv), the

sets A—A, B—B, C—C are at most permuted or multiplied by an integer t

prime to w, and (v) replaces the sets by a permutation of those in (5.7)-
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Hence the first question should be whether r(A —A) =A —A and so on. In

this connection we define a (possibly empty) set F by

(5.11) OKJF = (A-A)C\r(B - B)(~\r2(C-C), 0 ($ P

Theorem 5.2. The set F is invariant under (ii), (iii) and (v), and is replaced

by r2F under (iv). Moreover,

(5.12) A-A=0\JA'\JF,       B-B = 0\JB'\Jr2F,       C-C = 0\JC'\JrF

where

(5.13) rA' = A',       rB' = B',       rC = C

and the sets

(5.14) 0,A',B',C',F,rF,r2F

partition the elements of %,.

Proof. By (5.11), F, rF, r2Fare in A —A, C— C, B—B respectively. Hence,

by (5.10), 0, F, rF,r2Fare disjoint. Again, by (5.10), rF^Jr2F is disjoint from

A —A, FKJrF disjoint from B—B, F\Jr2F disjoint from C— C. Therefore we

may regard A', B', C as defined by (5.12) and the requirement that the sets

(5.14) partition <K.. This is consistent with (5.10). Let aEA', and consider

ra. Certainly ra is not in 0VJAUrAVJr2A, since a is not. Multiplying the sets

(5.14) by r, we see that ra is not in rC. Consequently, in view of (5.7), either

raEA' or raEr2B'. In the latter case, aEA'C\rB'. Then, since a is not in

F, we see from (5.11) that a is not in r2C. Also a is not in B', so, from (5.7)

after multiplying the sets by r, aErA', in contradiction to the assumption

that aErB'. This shows that rA'EA'. Hence rA'=A'. The other two state-

ments of (5.12) are proved similarly.

When n =4 or 7, one of the sets A, B, C contains a single element, so P is

empty. F is also empty when n = 13, but the proof is more tedious. When w

is prime it is easy to show that the number, /, of elements of P is divisible by

6. In the various cases considered in Example 4, other congruence properties

of / may be deduced. But I have no example where F is nonempty.

6. Transitive X-planes. We conclude the paper with examples showing

the existence of transitive X-planes with X> 1.

Example 5. Let p be a prime, p = 3 mod 4, and let e be any odd positive

integer. Let G be an abelian group of order v = p€, type (p, p, ■ ■ ■ , p). We

may regard G as the additive group of a field P of p° elements. Let D, of k

elements, be the set of all nonzero squares in P; then 2k =p" — 1, so we take

4X=pe-3. We note that -1 is not in D, for if x2= -1 then x4 = l, 4|pe-l,

a contradiction. Hence every nonzero element of F is in exactly one of D,

— D. Since D is a multiplicative group, every element of D has the same

number of representations, say X', in form dx — d2, dx, d2ED, as does the iden-

tity 1. Similarly, every element of — D has the same number of representa-
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tions, say X", as does —1. But 1 =di — d2 implies — 1 =d2 — du so X'=X"=X.

Hence (G, D) is a (v, k, X) difference set.

Example 6. Let G be the multiplicative abelian group of order v = 2*,

type (2, 2, 2, 2), with generators a, b, c, d, and let D consist of the k = 6

elements a, b, c, d, ab, cd. Then (G, D) is a (16, 6, 2) difference set. Note that

the multiplier group is isomorphic to the group of permutations 1, (ab)(cd),

(ac)(bd), (ad)(be).
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